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Abstract-This work is concerned with the convergence/stability analysis of a parallel algorithm 
which is used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes problem. This relies on a splitting of the 
main differential operator, thanks to which the most important difficulties (nonlinearity and incom- 
pressibility) can be considered independently. Thus, one ls led to the formulation of subproblems 
of two kinds which can be solved simultaneously by two different processors. We prove conditional 
stability and convergence; this can serve to justify the accuracy of previous numerical results. 
Keywords-Numerical simulation, Computational fluid dynamics, Parallel algorithm, Navier- 
Stokes equations, Splitting methods. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let Cl c W" be a regular and bounded open region (n = 2 or 3). In fluid mechanics, the 
description of a homogeneous incompressible fluid whose particles are located in R during the time 
interval [0, T] is given by the knowledge of its velocity field u = u(z, t) and two thermodynamical 
variables, for instance, the pressure and temperature distributions, p = p(z,t) and TJ = v(z,t), 
respectively. In the csse of a viscous fluid, u and p solve the so-called Navier-Stokes equations: 
au 
- -vA~+(u.V)u+Vp=f, 
at 
in Cl x (O,T), 
(I) 
v*u=o, in Cl x (0, T). 
Here, v > 0 is the kinematic viscosity of the fluid and f = f(s, t) is the density function for a field 
of external forces. For simplicity, we have assumed in (1) that the fluid possesses unit constant 
density. Once u and p are found, v can be computed by solving an appropriate transport-diffusion 
problem. 
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The solution of (1) involves several major di5culties, namely, the following. 
?? We are concerned with a system of PDEs and not with a single PDE. 
??The unknowns ui are coupled through the incompressibility condition V e u = 0. 
??The problem is nonlinear, owing to the presence of the term (u - V)zc. 
As a consequence, we must not expect to obtain exact solutions, but only for a few special sit- 
uations. This has fostered the research of numerical algorithms providing approximate solutions. 
Usually, the numerical approximation procedure consists of two major steps. First, one dii 
cretizes with respect to the time variable t and then the resulting (sub)problems are discretized 
in space. There are many classical sequential schemes that can be used to discretize in time [l], 
Among the most frequently used, we find the so-called fractional step methods (see [2]). This 
paper is devoted to the convergence analysis of a parallel algorithm which is also obtained by 
discretizing in time with a fractional step technique. This was introduced in [3] by the authors. 
In order to better understand the underlying philosophy of fractional step methods and their 
connections with parallelization, consider the following model problem: 
du 
z+Au=f, t > 0, u(0) = ug. 
Here, u = u(t) (scalar or vector) is the unknown and f = f(t) is given. We assume that A 
(linear or nonlinear) is an operator defined in an appropriate vector space. If the time interval is 
assumed to be divided into subintervals of amplitude At, then a “natural” implicit method for 
the numerical approximation to a solution u is given as follows: 
p+l _ p 
At 
+ Aum+l = f ((m + 1)At) = fm+‘, m 2 0. 
Once (2) is solved, urn+’ is, at least formally, an approximation to the solution u at time (m+l)At. 
Let us now assume that A can be split in the form 
A=Al+Az, 
where each Ai (i = 1,2) is a new operator. Suppose that, for some reason, it is easier to solve (2) 
if A is replaced by Ai. Then, a fractional step method (of the Peaceman-Rachford type) that can 
be applied reads as follows. For given m 2 0 and urn, first compute urn+‘12 by solving 
p+1/2 _ p 
At/2 
+ A1um+1/2 + A2u”’ = f"'+1/2_ 
Then, in a second step, compute urn+’ by solving 
p+l _ p+1/2 
At/2 
+ A1um+l12 + AZu”‘+l = fm+l. 
In (3) and (4), we may take (for instance) fm+i/2 = f((m + i/2)At) for i = 1,2. 
The previous algorithm is purely sequential. Starting from a given u” = ~0, u1i2 is calculated 
from (3). Next, u1 is obtained from (4) and so on. It is, however, easy to parallelize algo- 
rithm (3),(4). To this purpose, we compute urn+1 in three rather than two steps: um+2/3 and 
um+4/3 are calculated simultaneously (with two different processors) by solving 
p+2/3 _ p 
2At/3 
+ A1~m+2f3 + Azum = fm+2f3, 
um+4/3 _ p 
4At/3 
+ Alum + A2~m+4/3 = f m-+4/3 1 
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and then urn+’ is obtained from the formula 
1 urn+++ = _ 
2 ( 
urn++ + p-M/3 . 
) 
Obviously, this can be generalized to the case where A cm be written in the form 
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(5) 
This requires the use of q processors in parallel in a scheme involving q + 1 fractional step. 
In [3], we have adapted the above ideas to the numerical solution of (1) together with appropri- 
ate boundary and initial conditions for u by introducing a three&eps scheme which, therefore, 
involves the simultaneous solution of two subproblems. As in [2], the splitting of the “spatial” 
differential operator (the equivalent of A in (1)) separates the main difficulties, namely, nonlin- 
earity and incompressibility. More precisely, for each m, one has to compute simultaneously the 
solution um+2/3 to a quasi-linear elliptic system and the solution {um+4/3,pm+4/3} to a linear 
quasi-Stokes problem. Then, urn+’ is calculated from (5). 
Before recalling the formulation of our algorithm properly, it is convenient to introduce the 
following. 
(4 ‘o(n) = {cp E P(n); suppcp c a}. 
(b) H1(s2) = {U E L2(n); Vv E L2(CZ)“), a Hilbert space for the norm 
(4 
~~W~~~l = (J, lti12dz + J, IVvl%y2. 
Hi(R) = the closure of ‘D(n) in H’(Q); in Hi’(n), the seminorm 
IbdH, = (J, Ivd2 dz) 1’2 
(4 
(4 
(f) 
(8) 
04 
is in fact a norm, equivalent to the norm of H1(R). 
J(0) = {cp E D(Q)n; V. cp = 0 in 0). 
V = the closure of J(n) in Hd((n)n; V is a Hilbert space for the scalar product and norm 
of H,‘(CQn, which will be denoted by ((., .)) and ~~.~~, respectively. 
H = the closure of J(0) in L2(R)n; H is a new Hilbert space for the scalar product and 
norm of L2(sZ)n, denoted by (., .) and I. I. 
V’ = the dual of v; (., .) denotes the duality pairing between V’ and V. 
We also introduce the trilinear forms b(., a, +) and 6(., ., a): 
b(U,21,20) = 
J 
UiDivjwj dX, ~(u,v,w) = a@( %w4--(%'W,~)), 
R 
for U, U, w E H1(Qn (here, the usual summation convention is used). 
The following properties of V and H are well known: 
V = {w E Ht((R)“; V. v = 0 in 0)) 
H={vEL2(Q)“;V~~=Oinfl,u~6=OonI+}, 
V LI H at V’, where the embeddings are dense and compact. 
We can now give a rigorous formulation of the nonstationary Navier-Stokes problem in R x (0, T). 
To find a function u E L2(0, 2’; V) n L-(0, T; H) such that 
+ y ((u(t), v)) + b (u(t), u(t), 4 = U(t), 4, 
VVEV, t a.e. in (O,T), 
u(0) = Uc. 
(6) 
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Here, ug E H is a prescribed initial velocity field, f is a given function in L2(0,T; L2(n)n), and 
Y > 0 is a constant. It is well known that problem (6) possesses at least one solution, which 
is furthermore unique if n = 2. If u is a solution, then u solves, together with some scalar 
function p, the Navier-Stokes equations (1). One also has u = 0 on I7 x (0,T) and &O = ~0, in 
an appropriate sense. 
An important property of b(., ., 0) is that b(u, 21, v) = 0 for all v E V, which is not true in general 
if V . w # 0. This suggests to replace (as in [l]) the nonlinear term (U . V)U by 
(u * V)u + i(V * u)u, 
which is associated by the trilinear form b(u, U, v). Of course, 
b(u, 21, ?I) = i)(u, 11, v), vu E v, vv E H;(i-qn, 
and also, i;(u,v,v) = 0, VW E H,l(R)n ( even when V + v # 0). Obviously, the variational equation 
in (6) can also be written in terms of 8(., ., .): 
( > gu +v((u(t>,v))+~(u(t),‘ll(t),ZI) = (f(W, (7) 
vu E v, t 8.e. in (0,T). 
2. THE ALGORITHM 
As mentioned above, the numerical solution of (6) involves two main difficulties: the presence 
of the nonlinear term (U . V)u and the incompressibility condition V. u = 0. A high performance 
strategy consists of introducing fractional step (alternate direction) discretization in time. This 
enables us to surmount these difficulties separately (see [6] and the references therein). A related 
parallel algorithm, introduced in [3] by the authors, also leads to good numerical results. As we 
said in Section 1, the corresponding convergence/stability analysis is the main subject of this 
paper. 
(a) 
(b) 
The numerical approximation is carried out at two levels. 
Approdmation with respect to the time variable t-first, the time derivatives axe replaced 
by difference quotients. Accordingly, one is led to the formulation of stationary subprob- 
lems of two kinds where only one of the above mentioned difficulties is conserved. At each 
time step, two of these subproblems can be solved simultaneously. Their solutions can 
then be used to compute an approximation at the next value of t. 
Approximation with respect to space variables xi-this is needed to solved the previous 
subproblems. Among other possibilities, we have used in [3] finite element methods, 
although the theoretical arguments in Sections 3 and 4 also hold for other schemes. 
Let us describe the algorithm more in detail. 
FIFBT LEVEL. Assume [0, T] is divided in N subintervals of length Ic (Ic = T/N) and let 8 E (0,l) 
be given. First, set 
u” = Uo. (8) 
Then, for given m 2 0 and urn E Hi((SZ)n, compute urn+++ as follows. 
PROBLEM (NLP). Solve the nonlinear elliptic system 
1 _ @m+2/s _ Um 
2k/3 
+iJ (um+2/3, cum + (1 - +m+2/3, v) = (fm+2/3, v), 
v?J E H,((R)n, um+2/3 E H,‘(R)“. 
(9) 
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PROBLEM (LP). Solve the linear (quasi-Stokes) problem 
1 
- (um+4bLm,v 
4k/3 > cc 
+u eum+4’3 + (1 - tqum, 0 
>> 
= f m+4/3 ,v > - 6 (urn, urn, v) , vu E v, um+4j3 E v, 
and, finally, set 
1 Urn+1 = _ 
2 ( 
Um+2/3 + um+4/3 . 
> 
In (9) and (lo), frn+‘i3 is given by 
f m+i/3 _ 3 (m+i/W -z mk J f(x,t)& for i = 2,4. 
tw 
01) 
Obviously, each T.L~+~/~ is, at least formally, an approximation to the function u(+, (m + i/3)k). 
As announced, we see that, after discretization in time, the task is reduced to the solution of sta- 
tionary problems of two kinds: quasilinear elliptic problems (NLP)-where the incompressibility 
condition has disappeared-and linear problems (LP). Existence and uniqueness results for (LP) 
and (NLP) can be deduced in a relatively simple manner, at least when v is not too small, with 
standard arguments (see, e.g., [4,5]). 
SECOND LEVEL. Let us assume that a Hilbert external approximation is given for H,‘(R)n 
(see 111). This means that we have at our disposal a family of triplets 
(here, ‘H is a generalized sequence in R’J that converges to zero), a Hilbert space F, and an 
isomorphism ij from H,‘(R)n onto F such that, for each h E 3-1, one has the following: 
(i) Wh is a finite-dimensional space with scalar product ((e, .))h and norm ]] . llh, 
(ii) ph : Wh + F is a bounded linear operator, 
(iii) rh : Hi(Qn ---) Wh is a (possibly discontinuous) mapping. 
We assume that the previous external approximation is 
(Al) conformal in L2(fl)n, i.e., Wh c L2(0)n, Vh E 3-1, 
(A2) stable, i.e., ]]ph]]~(u~,;~) is uniformly bounded, 
(A3) convergent, i.e., 
(A3.a) phrhw + 3w strongly in F as h E 3-1, h -+ 0 for all w E H,j(n)n, and also 
(A3.b) if 1-I’ c ?I, 'H' -+ 0, WhJ E Wht for all h’ E ‘H’ and pht wht + $J weakly in F, then 
$ E o(H,(0)n). 
On the other hand, let vh be, for each h E 7-l, a subspace of wh and assume there exist mappings 
sh : V + Vh such that 
(A4) Sh w + w strongly in L2(0)n as h E ‘H, h + 0, V w E J(Q), 
(A5) {(Vh,ph]Vh, sh)hex, a],, F}, regarded as an external approximation of V, is stable and 
convergent. 
For each h E ‘H, let 61, : wh X w, X wh -+ W be a given trilinear form. We discretize (8)-(11) 
as follows. First, ui is the orthogonal projection of 210 in vh for the scalar product in L2(Q)n, 
i.e., 
(U;,vh) = (UO,vh), t/?,h E Vh, U; E vh. (12) 
For given m 2 0 and UT E wh, then the following. 
1. We compute a solution ?.L:+~‘~ E wh of the nonlinear problem 
1 
-( 
m+2/3 _ um 
2k/3 uh 
,,,o),,) +Y((8U;:+(1-e)U;+2’3,vh))h 
+&h (U;+2’3,tkp + (1 - o)U;+2’3,Vh) = (fm+2’3yVh), v’21h E wh. 
(13) 
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2. We compute the unique solution T$‘+~‘~ E Vj of the linear problem 
1 
-( 
m+4/3 
4k/3 uh 
-?&v,) +V((821;+4’3+(l-@l~,~h))h 
= f m+4/3, Zlh -~h($,$,Vh), tlvh E vk. 
(14) 
3. We set 
This framework stands in particular for the usual finite difference and finite element techniques 
that are found in the literature (see [l]; see, also, [6] for a discussion on several important 
computational aspects). 
3. THE MAIN RESULT 
In the sequel, it will be assumed that the previous external approximations for H,‘(S2)n and V 
satisfy four consistency hypotheses (here, ‘H’ c 31, ‘If’ 40, and k’ --t 0). 
HYPOTHESIS HI. If ?Jh’ E L2(o, T; Vh’), V h’ E 1-I’, 
up 3 u weakly in L2 (0,T; L2 (Ci)n) , and 
ph’?&’ --t II, Weakly iIl L2 (0, T; F) , 
then necessarily u E L2(0, T; V) and + = iju. 
HYPOTHESIS H2. If vh,, wh’ E L2(0, T; Wh,), V h’ E 7-l’, 
phwhl -+ 3v weakly in L2(0,T; F), and 
ph’wh’ --t GW strOIl& in L2(0,T; F), 
then 
J ,,T ((vh+bh’(t)))h dt ---f I’ ((v(t),w(t))) dt. 
HYPOTHESIS H3. If uh’, Vh’ E P(o, T; Wh,), V h’ E 7$, 
pho.Lh~ + iju Weakly in L2(0, T; F), 
uh’ + u strongly in L2 (0, T; L2(Sl)*) , 
ph%’ + 3V Weak& iII L2(o, T; F), 
and $kt + ql strongly in Loo(O, T), then necessarily 
J T J T ihp (uh’(t), vh/(t), tik’(t)Th’w) dt + 6 (N v(t), Ilr(t)w) dt, 0 0 
for all w E J(0). We also assume that 
ih(Vhr Wh, wh) = 0, tjvh,Wh E wh, Vh E ‘F1, 
and 
Iih(uhrvhrwh)l 5 dlbhllh lb’hllh lbhIlhr 
where dl is independent &om h. 
(16) 
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HYPOTHESIS H4. If vhl E L2(R; I$), vh’ = 0 8.e. in HP \ [0, T], and for all h’ E li, one has 
J 
0T Ilvv(t)lli, dt 5 con&. and 
J 
0T 171” (&(7)12 5 con&. for some /3 > 0, 
then (21,,#} is precompact in L2(0, T; L2(Q)n). H ere, fihl iS the Fourier trensform Of vh’ . 
In the finite-dimensional space wh, II - II h, and I . I are equivalent norms. More precisely, one 
has 
;[whj 5 ll%Ilh 5 s(h)lwhi, QWh E wh, (17) 
for some “optimal” constants 4 and S(h). Obviously, S(h) cannot be bounded as h + 0 and its 
order of magnitude depends on the specific approximation spaces wh. Thus, we can write 
lbh(Vh.Vh,Wh)l I Sdh)bh12bhllh, QW,Wh E wh, 08) 
for some “optimal” S1 (h) (evidently, S1 (h) 5 dlS(h)2). For given k and h E ‘H, let us introduce 
the flmctiOIU3 ukh, ?&h, u&h, iikj,, &j,, and @kh, which are defined as fOllOWS: 
Ukh, vkhch, Wkh : 10, Tl + Wh are constant in each [mk, (m + 1)k) , 
Ukh(t) = UR, 
m+2/3 
ukh(t) = uh , Wkh(t) = uk m+4’3 in [mk, (m + 1)k) , 
fikh, ckh, fikh’: (0, Tl + wh are continuous and linear on each [mk, (m + 1)k) , 
&/,(mk) = Up, m+2/3 h(mk) = Uh m-+4/3 , G&mk) = uh . 
THEOREM 1. Assume 8 E (0,1/2). There exist constants c+~ and cl which depend only on 
such that, if k and h satisfy 
then the following. 
(4 
04 
(4 
(4 
kS(h)2 5 Q, kSl(h)2 5 cl, (19) 
There exist ‘H’ c YH, 1-I’ + 0, and {k’} + 0 such that the corresponding subsequences 
uk’h’, Vk’h’, Wk’h’, fik’h’, @k’h’, and &‘h’ COnVSI-gS StrOQ& iIl the SpsCe L2(o, T; L2(fi)n) 
and weakly-* in P(0, T; L2(s2)“) t owam!s the same function 2~. The associate sequences 
Phuk’h’, . . . ,j@&‘/,’ ConVerge wesky in L2(o, T; F) towards lib. 
If ‘H’ and (k’} satisfy all requirements in (a), then the common limit u is a solution to (6). 
consequently, when n = 2, the whole sequences Ukh, . . . , &h converge towards the unique 
solution. 
FinaUy,ifn=2and 
kS(h)2 + 0, kSl(h)2 --) 0, 
then the sequences PhUkh, . . * , ph& are strongly convergent in L2(0, T; F). 
(20) 
Notice that (19) can be viewed as a stability condition. It is well known that these conditions 
appear frequently in the context of nonlinear parabolic problems. In practice, (19) means that, 
for small lhl, k cannot be too large-usually, S(h) grows like IhI-* as h 4 0. Thus, Theorem 1 
shows that (8)-(11) is (at least) conditionally stable. When (19) is satisfied, this algorithm leads 
to functions which are approximations to the solutions of the Navier-Stokes problem (6). For 
similar results concerning other algorithms, see [6,7]. 
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4. PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT 
In order to demonstrate Theorem 1, we argue as in [1,6]. The proof will consist of several 
steps. 
lSt Step. “A priori” estimates for ukh, . . . , ti&. 
2”d Step. Uniform estimates for the Fourier transform Okh (and, consequently, for the norm 
of r&h in @(O,T; L2(n)n) f or some p). For simplicity, the index h will be omitted 
in the first two steps. 
3rd Step. The choice of a convergent subsequence. 
4th Step. The proof that limit points solve (6). 
5th Step. Strong convergence (when n = 2 and (20) is satisfied). 
The structure of this demonstration is common to other nonlinear problems and other fractional 
step methods. This becomes clear from the results in [1,6]. In a future work, we will present 
some general abstract results in this direction. 
FIRST STEP. Let us take v = &P + (1 - @.P+2/3 E W in (13). Then, 
1um+2/312 - ]uml2 + (1 - 28) Ium+2/3 - cl2 + T Ileum + (I - e) Um+2/3112 
4k (21) =- 3 ( fm+2/3, cum + (I - e)un+2/3) . 
On the other hand, using 2, = um+4/3 E V in (14), we find 
lum+W12 _ lumj2 + lum+W _ uml2 + !$!! llum+4/a112 
+8kv(l - 0) m+4/3 
3 N 
Urn,U _ um 
>> 
+ 8kv(l - e) 
3 lbrnl12 
+!$j 
( 
Um,Um, p+4/3 _ )-“( 3 f m+4/3, p+4/3) . 
From (21) and (17), one has 
(22) 
lum+2/s12 _ Iuml2 + (1 _ 20) Ium+W _ uml2 
+F I( cum + (1 - e)Um+2/3 II 
2 2kd; 5 3v lfm+2/3(2, 
and from (22), (16) and (la), one also obtains the following: 
(,m+4/s12 _ ]um]2 + f lum+4/s _ Uml2 + $!! llum+Wl~2 
+8kV(; - e, ]]um]12 - ;k2 {2Sl(h)2 [urnI lluml12 
+ 2v2(1 - e)2s(h)2 lpy2} 5 2 lfm+4/312. 
On the other hand, we know from (15) that 
2 Jum+112 5 lum+2/a12 + lum+4/s12. 
Thus, (23)-(25) together give 
(23) 
(24) 
(25) 
]um+i]2 _ ]un]2 I ’ i2’ lum+2/3 _ Uml2 + a lum+4/3 _ uml2 
1 2y ll,m+4/3(12 + 4kv(i- e, )lum1j2 
ku 
+3 ))8um + (1 - ~9),~+~/91/~ - $IE2 {Sl(h)’ IT_J”/~ llurn112 
+ ~~(1 - e)2s(h)2 lj~m112) 5 $$ Ifm+2/312 + $J (fm+4/312. 
(26) 
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Recall that 
ea2 + (ea + (1 - e)b)2 2 $2 + J$s, Vu,6 E w. 
Accordingly, (26) can also be written as follows: 
JUm+lJ2 - lUm12 + ?$!!! lUm+2/s _ Um12 + ; lum+4/3 _ uml2 
; ‘;;” Il,m+4/3(1’ + kv(*; se> /1um112 + ““(‘,, 2e) ll,m+2/3/2 
+k { $ J~Um+l~~2 - ;k [S,(h)2 Ium/2 /121m1j2 + V2(1 - e)%(h)2 IlU”l12]} 
5 !!$ Ifm+2/312 + ?!$ lfm+4/312. 
(27) 
Now, if r is an integer with 0 5 T 5 N, summing up all the previous inequalities 
m=O,l,..., r, one is led to 
lUr+112 + !$!! 2 lUm+2/s _ Uml2 + ; 2 lum+4/3 _ uml2 
m=O m=O 
+I!$! f: (l,m+4/3112 + y- 90) go llUml12 
m=O 
+kv(11;20) 2 llum+2/3112 + k {; go llum+1112 
m-0 
- ;k 
1 
S,(h)2 f: [timI lluml12 + V2(1 - e)%(h)2 2 llUml12 
m=l m=l I) 5 $2 lfm+2/312 + ?!$i go Ifm+4/312 + )Q12 
m=O 
+fk2&(h)2 juO12 I(uO112 
(27) for 
(28) 
For convenience, let us set 
qa,cl,e) = 12101~ [ I+ 7~ bo12 + $Y2(1 - V4 1 + $iifii~l~O.T;H) I + f - [ 1 
Then, it is not difficult to check that, if (19) is satisfied with cc, and cl being such that 
(1 - e)2~2~ + clqg, cl, e) 5 g, (29) 
one also has 
At present, we are going to prove that (28) is still true after dropping out the term between 
brackets. For this, we use induction in the following. 
(a) For T = 0, it suffices to write (27) with m = 0. 
(b) Assume our assertion is true for m = 0, 1, . . . , T - 1. In particular, 
bm12 I tm 5 ip(cO,cl, 69, VrnIT, 
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and 
~Q~~+Y2 -; [ k &(/z)~ 2 IT,P~~ llurn112 + v2(1 - 0)2S(h)2 2 llu”(12 
m=l ??a=1 1 
a positive quantity provided (19) is satisfied and (29) holds for cc and cr. This proves 
that our assertion is also true for m = T. 
Hence, one has 
lur+112 I ’ ize 2 lum+2/3 _ aml2 + ; f: lum+4/3 - urn12 
m=O m=O 
+F f: Il,m+4i3112 + kV(8i “) go ~~um~~2 
m=O 
+kV(ll; se> 2 (l,m+q2 5 qcg, Cl, e>, 
m=O 
for all r = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1. This leads to the following “c priori” estimates: 
opmyx )um12 + e p+2/3 - PI2 + 5 p+4/3 - PI2 - - m=O m=O 
+k fj ~~um~~2 + k 5 11um+2/3112 + k 5 11um+4/3112 5 M, 
m-0 m=O m=O 
(30) 
with M being a constant which depends only on IuoI, Ilfll~~(e,~;~), V, co, and cr. From (30), one 
deduces at once uniform estimates for Uk, ?& , Wk, fik, 6k , and 271k: 
Ibklb(O,T;Lz(n)n) + b‘kllL~(o,T;Wi,) + Ii~klb(O,T;F) 
5 COILS& the same holds for uk, Wk, &, &, and 6k, (31) 
bk - “klb(o,T;Lz(Sl)“) - < Con&. &, the Same holds for ?& - wk, ‘LLk - fik, etc. (32) 
SECOND STEP. Let us assume that & is extended by zero and let us denote again by fik its 
extension. F’rom (13)-( 15), one obtains 
; (2um+’ - 20, 21> + y ((2(2 - e)tP + 2(1 - e)um+2/3 + 4eP+4/3, v)) 
+26 
( 
P+~/~, cum + (1 - e)Um+2/3, v 
> 
+ 46 (P, thy V) 
= 
( 
2fmi-213 +4fm+4/3,v 
> 
, VVEV. 
This can also be written in the form 
3; (fik(t),V) = (bk(t),‘u)) 3 Vv E V, t a.e. in [O,T]. 
In (% Qk : [OPT] ---t V is given by the equalities 
(33) 
(34) 
((gk(t),V)) = --Y (((2 - @)Uk(t) + (1 - @Vk(t> + 2eWk(tb)) 
-b(Vk(t),hk(t) + (1 - o)Vk(t)J) - 2bk(t)9~k(t)9V) 
+ (h(t) + 2f2k(t), v), vv E v, 
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and each fik : [0, T] --P H (i = 1,2) is constant on [mk, (m + l)k), with 
f&(t) = fm+2’3, &(t) = fm+4’3, vt E [T-r& (m + 1)lc). 
It is not difficult to prove that Sk is uniformly bounded in L’(0, T; V). ConsequentlY, the 
arguments in [l] yield an estimate for the Fourier transform ok: 
J ma 1T12’ liik(7-)12 dr 5 const. for some p E -CQ (35) 
(for more details, see [6,7]). 
THIRD STEP. Using (31) and the first consistency Hypothesis Hl, one deduces that, for some 
‘H’ c ‘H with ‘H’ t 0 and some {k’} + 0, one has 
Gk’h’ + u weakly-* in Loo (0, T; L2(fl)n) , and 
&f&h’ --) (sru weakly in L2(0, T; F), (36) 
as h’ E 3-c’, h’ + 0, k’ -+ 0, where ‘II E L2(0, T; V) rlLm(O, T; H). On the other hand, (35) and H4 
allow us to choose 1-1’ and k’ such that, besides (36), the following is satisfied: 
tik’h! + ‘11 strongly in L2 (O,T; L2(fl)n) . (37) 
Taking into account (32), the same convergence properties can be deduced for all other functions 
Vk’,,’ , . . . , t”k’,,l. 
FOURTH STEP. Choose cp E J(Q) and take v = shq~ in (33). If $ is given with $J E C’([O,T]) 
and q(T) = 0, it is readily found integrating by parts in [0, T] that 
-3 
J 
0T (Gkh, +‘(+h(P) dt + v /’ (((2 - +kh@) + (1 - f+‘kh(t) + 2eWkh(t), +(+%‘P))h dt 0 
T* 
+ 
J 
bh (vkh(t), eukh(t) + (1 - @Jkh(t), $(t)Shv) dt 
0 
J TA +2 bh (ukh(t), Ukh(t)v ‘+(t)Sh’P) dt 0 
= 3 (ckh(O), shv) $6)) + J’ (flk@) + 2f2k(t)r ‘+(tbh%‘) & 
0 
or in short form 
-3&h + V&h + Lkh + 2Mkh = 3&h + Pkh. 
From Assumption (A4) (see Section 2) and (37), we see that 
,.T 
Ik’h’ + J- (4th Ilt@)cp) dt- 0 
On the other hand, H2, H3, and (36),(37) written for ?&‘hj and ‘Wh’ imPlY 
(38) 
VJk’j,j + Lk’,Q + 2Mk’h --f 3V J oT ((4% Wcp)) dt 
J T* +3 b (u(t), u(t), @(t)cp) dt. 0 
Also, Qk#h! --+ (‘IL~,(P)$(O). This stems from (A4) and the fact that ui + 210 strongly in L2(Q)" 
(recall that Uh vh is dense in L2(i2)n). 
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Notice that fik + 2& + 3f strongly in L2(0, T, L2(fQn). Accordingly, 
Pk,hj * 3 
I 
gT (f (a W>cp) & 
This, together with (38) and (39), leads to the following identity for u: 
-J=(u(t).@(t)~) dt+vl=((u(r),+(t)P)) dt 
0 + J 0 = 6 (4% 4th Wcp) dt = (2~09 (PMO) + A’ (f W/W+4 dt. 
(40) 
This must hold for any cp E J(Q), and any $ E C1 ([0, T]) such that q+(T) = 0. By density, (40) 
has also to be true for all cp E V. It is then straightforward to deduce that u solves (7). Finally, 
if @ E D( [0, T]) and G(O) = 1, we find that 
(210, ‘p) = - I’ (r+), +‘(t)cp) dt + v I’ ((‘u(t)> +(t)cp)) dt 
+ J TA b (4% 4th W)cp) dt - 0 J oT (f @I, Wcp) dt = (4% cph 
for all cp E V and the initial condition in (6) also holds. In other words, u solves the Navier-Stokes 
problem (6). 
FIFTH STEP. Let us assume that n = 2, k,!?(h)2 + 0, and kS~(h)~ + 0, and let us prove 
that Pk?.& --+ ijzl Strongly in L2(0,T;F) &s h E ?f, h + 0, Ic -+ 0. With this purpose in 
mind, we introduce the functions zkh : [O,T] + wh, which are supposed to be constant on each 
[mlc, (m + 1)k) and such that 
We also introduce, for each h E ?i, a function uh+ E L2(0, T, wh) in such a way that phUh+ --) &,L 
strongly in L2(0, T; F) (see [l]). It will be convenient to use the following notation (here, o!kh ‘T 1 
and p, 6 are positive): 
&h = 2 It&; _ u(T)12 + !2 NC {i lUm+4/3 _ Um+2/ai2 + (I _ 20) IUm+2/s _ uml2 
m=O 
+ um+4/3 _ um I’) +dakhui= IIZkh(t) - u;(t)112 dt 
-b’Jd’ llukh(t) - Ukh(t)/i2 dt - lb I’ bkh(t) - ‘Llkh(t)ii2 dt. 
Our argument is as follows. Assume that uh “: converges weakly in L2(fl)n towards a function x 
as h’ E ?i’, h’ + 0, and k’ ---) 0. 
(i) It will be seen that 
(x - u(T), v) = 0, VVEH. (41) 
(ii) Furthermore, it will be seen that, for small Ih( and k, 
-um+2/3l2 +(l-20) Ium+2/3 -urn12 + IUm+4/3 _um12} 
(42) 
ZPY J oT bdt) - ukh(t)112 dt + bv - Ukh(t)112 dt, 
hence &,, 10. 
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(iii) Using (41) and (42), we shall prove that, for convenient, choices of (Ykh, p, and 6, 
Xk’h’ --t 0 a.9 h’ E ?t’, h’ + 0 and k’ + 0, (43) 
in particular, 
s 
T 
0 " 
&'h' - $,I[;, dt + 0, 
and ph~uklhl --) iju strongly in L2(0, T; F). Since this argument, can be applied to any 
subsequence for which u: converges, we finally deduce that the whole sequence {PhUkh} 
converges strongly. 
Let us first, check that (41) and (42) imply (43). For simplicity, index h will be omitted again. 
Notice that 
where 
Xk=X;+X;+Xz, 
and 
X,l = 2121(T)12 + 4akv 
s 
T llu+(t)1/2 dt, 
0 
x; = -4 (uN,u(T)) - 8akv 
s 
T (@k(t), u+(t))) & 
0 
It, is immediate that 
X;=Xk-X:-X;. 
XL, --) 21u(T)12 + 4~ 
s 
oT llW12 dt 
and 
X,z, + -4121(T)! - 8~ J oT lb(t) II2 dt. 
On the other hand, from (13) and (14) for m = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1, using the identities 
l,m+2/312 + 1,,+4/312 = 4 lUm+l12 _ 2 (Um+2/3,um+4/3) , 
we find 
31u”112-31U012+;~{;/Um+4/3_Um+2/3/2 
m=O 
+ (1 - 28) Ium+2/3 - uml2 + Ium+4/3 - uml2} 
N-l 
+kv c 
m=O 
2(1- 0) (lum+2/3112 + 2 IIZL~II~ + 2(1+ e) l/~+4/311~ 
- 28(1-s) lll~m+~/~ --PICA -2(1-e) IIu~+~/~ -u~II~ + $(uy~yum+4~3)} 
= k (z (fm+2/3, (1 - e)U*+2/3 + ec) + 4 (fm+4/3, u"+~/~)} . 
Accordingly, one sees that, 
1 N-l 1 
5 c( I 
_ Um+4/3 _ um+2/3 
2 
m=O 2 
(~~28)~~m+2i3-Um~2+~Um+4~3-Um(2}-~N~~m(ax,~,6,8)- 
m=O 
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Here, 
N-l 
Fk = T c (2 (fm+2/3,(1 - @urn+213 +&L~) +4 (fm+4/3,Um+4/3)} 
m=O 
+ 1+8(1-ok)-; ( -cQ) Il,m+4’3112 
+ ;p - l9(1- 8)) llldm+2/s - vmll2 
+ (aa-l+s) l121m+4/3-umll 
+.k(a_~)ll~-+2/3_~m+4/3112+~~(~m,~m,.m+4/3). 
Notice that Fk + 4 JoT(f, u) dt. It is also true that 
_ Um+2/s12 + (I _ 28) lUm+2/s _ Uml2 + lUm+4/s _ UmI2} 
with 
Qm = pi - (1 - CZk) lltbrnl12 + (1 - ak) llum+1/12, 
and 
ok = okh = &r(h) + 0. 
Since by hypothesis kS(h)2 + 0, one also has Ak 4 0. If we prove that, by choosing ak, 0, 
and 6 appropriately, Xi < Fk + Ak + 21~~1~ for sufhciently small lhj and k, then (43) will be 
demonstrated. Indeed, the previous inequality for Xi yields 
0 < Xk’ 5 Xi, + X,z, + Fk’ + &f + 2 IU”j’ , 
and thii right side converges to 
2121(0)12 - 21U(T)12 - 4u J oT (lull2 dt +4 =(f,u)dt = 0 
(it is essential here that n = 2, since we need the energy identity for u). Hence, it suffices to 
find ok, p, and 6 such that 
+qm(ak,p, 6,e) 5 a lum+4/3 - um+2/312 
I 2 + 1 2 I 2 9 
for all m, when jhl and k are small. 
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We know that 
; ]+m,um,Um+4’s)] = ; ]+m,um,Um+4’s -um)] 
I $h) lPl ll?Pjj ]Zlm+4’3 - tlm] 
5 ;s,(h) JJumll(1Lm+4’s - ?P] 
(45) 
5 a lbrnl12 f d2Sl(h12 Um+4/3 2 akv2 -urn , 
with d being a constant. Let us take ok = 1 -ok (then ok T 1). From (45) and (X5), one sees 
that 
Qm 2 ok(i - 6) (],m+2’3]]2 + ok(i + 6) (l,m+4’3]]2 
(’ f)ll p+4/3 _ p+2/3 II 
2 
+(I--ah) s-- 
+ 
( 
y - e(1 - 8)) ]]2Lm+2’3 - 0]l2 
+ (y-1+0) lIUm+4’3-Uml/Z_d2~~~)2 )um+4/s_um~~ 
Thus, if ,f3 and S are chosen such that P > (4/3)8(1 - 0) and S > (4/3)(1 - 0), then 
-7 2 qm(ak, p, 6, e) 5 $kS,(h)? y Ium+4/3 - 2~~1~. 
m=O m=O 
for small Ihl and Ic, (44) must hold if fi and 6 are as before. 
It remains only to prove (41) and (42). From (13)-(15), we easily find that 
(uy+l - UP, VJ + T (((2 - e)q + (1 - e)~;+~/~ + 2eu;+4/3,vh))h 
+i [b (u;+2/3, et.4;: + (1 - e)th;+2/3, vh) + 2ih (ur, Ur, Vh)] 
=- ; (fmf2’3 + 2y+4’3, Vh) , tlvh E vh. 
Summing up for m = 0, 1, . . . , N - 1, one obtains the following equalities: 
(?$ - &2)h) + ; 
N-l 
a( 
m=O 
(2 - o)$ + (1 - o)U;+2’3 + 28U;+4’3, Vh)) h 
+i Nc [ih (u;+2’3, eu;t” + (1 - 8)Ur+2’3, Vh) + 2bh (?.$,ur, Vh)] 
m=O 
k 
N-l 
=- 
3 CC 
jm+2/3 + 2fm+4/3, vh 
> 
, \dvh E v,. 
m=O 
Now, using what is already known for the sequences ukh and ‘Ukh, and arguing as in the fourth 
step with 2)h = shv and v E J(n), one can take limits and obtain 
(x - u(O), u) + v 
J 
oT ((u(r), v)) dt + J’ b (u(t), I, v) dr = 1’ (f(t), v) dt. 
0 
This must hold for arbitrary v E J(n). Obviously, this suffices to ensure that (41) is satisfied 
for all v E J(sZ); since J(Q) is dense in H, it must also be true for all v E H. Finally, notice 
that (42) is implied by (17) and the fact that kS(h)2 --t 0. 
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5. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
In this section, we describe briefly some numerical methods for the solution of the linear and 
nonlinear subproblems that are found after time discretization. To illustrate the behavior of 
algorithm (12)-(15), we also present some numerical results for the incompressible Navier-Stokes 
problem (6) in a particular 2-D domain (see Figure 1). In fact, we will consider here a situation 
in which the stationary state is quickly reached. Furthermore, the boundary conditions are not 
exactly as in Sections 1 and 2. So, other examples are probably more relevant, but the arguments 
apply as well. 
r, CJ 
Figure 1. 
The Numerical Solution of the Nonlinear Problems 
For simplicity, we describe the numerical strategy in the framework of the “continuous” prob- 
lem (9). Notice that this can be written ss a Dirichlet problem for a quasi-linear elliptic system 
and, also, as follows. 
To find u E H,(0)“ such that F(U) = 0. (46) 
Here, F : IT$((S~)~ + IIF~(R)~ is an appropriate C’ mapping. For the solution of (46), we have 
used an inexact Newton method, more precisely, GMRES iterates (see [8]). Recall that Newton 
iterates for (46) read: 
(a) solve the linear system 
F’ (d) d = -F (d) , 
@I set 
Figure 2. 
Figure 3. 
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Newton method is usually too expensive, mainly due to the fact, that F’ has to be computed 
at each step. This suggests the use of inexact, Newton (or quasi-Newton) methods, where F’(d) 
is replaced by an approximation. In particular, the GMRES (Generalized Minimum Residual) 
method of Saad and Schultz only needs, for each j, the knowledge of F’(d), for several V. This, 
in turn, can be approximated using the formula 
F’ (uj) v - 
F (d + au) -F(d) 
7 
fs 
where (T is chosen appropriately (for more details, see [S]; see, also, [9] for more information on the 
implementation of GMRES iterates in the context of the numerical simulation of fluid mechanics 
problems). 
The Numerical Solution of the Linear Problems 
There are, mainly, two families of methods for solving the quasi-Stokes (discretized) prob- 
lems (12). 
(a) Iterative methods (Uzawa and Arrow-Hurewicz algorithms; for instance, see [l]). 
(b) Direct methods, for which one has to compute a complete set, of basis functions in Vh (a 
particular direct method which is rather simple and at the same time accurate, reliant on 
the use of the nonconformal PI finite element of Crouzeix and Raviart; see [lo]). 
The Numerical Results 
We compute a numerical approximation of the velocity field of a viscous incompressible fluid 
around a step (see Figure 1). The boundary dfl of the fluid domain R is given by 
Here, I’B consists of the walls of the channel, and I’& and r&, are the entering and exit, bound- 
aries, respectively. We have used the Crouzeix-Raviart finite element approximation which is 
determined by the triangulation in Figure 1 (this was generated by working with the MODULEF 
Library; see [ll] for a description). 
In our numerical experiments, we have taken Re = 100 and Re = 191 and a time discretization 
step k = At = 0.1. We have computed an approximation to the stationary solution, the asymp 
totic limit as t + +oo. The boundary conditions were the following: Poiseuille flow on I&,, the 
no-slip condition on rB and homogeneous natural conditions (free flow) on I’$,. 
In Figure 2 and Figure 3, we present the streamlines of the computed solutions. 
One observes that the length of the vortex is approximately 6L (when Re = 100) and 8L (when 
Re = 191), with L being the height of the step. This coincides with known experimental results 
(see [2]). For other numerical results and a more detailed study from a computational viewpoint, 
(see [31). 
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